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Introduction
Acknowledging the connuing impact of mulple disadvantage on Traveller life opportunies, the
local Traveller Interagency process was iniated on a countrywide basis by government in 2006, in the
expectaon that more integrated service delivery would lead to improvement. The new policy was
implemented through newly established Traveller Interagency Groups (TIGs) in each local authority
area, which included members from the statutory/state and community/voluntary sector, as well as
representaves of the Traveller community.
At the request of the Department of Jusce, Equality and Law Reform (DJELR), which has oversight
of Traveller Interagency Groups, Pobal has been involved in monitoring the Traveller Interagency
Process over the past three years. This informaon pack is based on learning over that period. It is
intended to give TIG members an overview of the process, smulate discussion and assist in
developing good pracce.
The informaon pack is laid out as follows:
Secon 1 outlines the background to the interagency process
Secon 2 examines the raonale for engaging in interagency work around service delivery to
Travellers.
Secon 3 examines the impact of collaborave projects on the TIG process.
Secon 4 traces the development of the Interagency Process.
Secon 5 idenﬁes some key factors in the success of TIGs.
Secon 6 is a list of recommendaons based on monitoring of TIG progress.
Secon 7 contains a set of tools for communicaon and planning on TIGs.
The appendices contain a lisng of projects funded by the Traveller Fund and reports on two sample
projects.
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1. Development of the Traveller
Interagency Process
High Level Group
In 2003, a High Level Group (HLG) on Traveller issues was established as a sub-commiee of the
Senior Oﬃcials Group on Social Inclusion reporng to the Cabinet Commiee on Social Inclusion. Its
remit is to “ensure that the relevant statutory agencies involved in providing the full range of services
to Travellers, would focus on improving the integrated praccal delivery of such services”.
The HLG Report was published in 2006. Its aim was to ﬁnd ways of securing beer outcomes for
Travellers and improve the use of the “considerable” resources, allocated across Government
Departments for Traveller-speciﬁc measures. It, therefore, sought life improvements and ﬁnancial
savings in parallel. The report emphasised the HLG’s view that interagency cooperaon between
statutory bodies is the cornerstone of enhanced service delivery, idenfying it as a priority issue. It
recommended that the 34 local authority areas develop a strategic plan to implement a coordinated
interagency approach. It also recommended that the County Development Board (CDB) structure,
which possesses a statutory basis and on which the most relevant agencies are represented, would
be used to facilitate the development of the plans and to oversee their implementaon. While the
emphasis above is on statutory collaboraon, the report elsewhere stresses the importance of
community involvement.
The central recommendaons of the HLG Report were as follows:
• to establish a coordinated interagency strategy for the delivery of services and supports for
Travellers in all cies and counes with a Traveller populaon. Exisng structures such as the
City and County Development Boards should, as far as possible, be used to develop and monitor
implementaon of county acon plans;
• to acvely promote eﬀecve consultaon with Travellers at naonal and local level in helping
to deliver the interagency approach, and in facilitang beer communicaons, including conﬂict
resoluon and
• to ensure that law enforcement is included as part of the proposed integrated approach.
Monitoring of the ongoing implementaon of the report is carried out by DJELR, which has a
coordinang role in relaon to policy on Travellers. Pobal assists in monitoring the process, advising
TIGs and disseminang learning.
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Pilot stage of the Local Traveller Interagency Process
In 2004 two areas, South County Dublin and Clare, later idenﬁed as progressive in the HLG report,
were selected as pilot interagency groups, to look at mechanisms for implemenng exisng priorised
acons at local level. No standardised guidelines were issued to either group.
In mid-2005, a further 8 pilots commenced in Oﬀaly, Cork City and County, Galway City and County,
Limerick City and County and Waterford City and County. In addion, a small number of local authority
areas decided to engage independently in the process, even though they were not funded as pilot
groups, concentrang on building relaonships, establishing baseline data and designing a viable
strategy. Following the requirement for each local authority area to devise a Traveller strategy in
2006, a formalised interagency approach to Traveller aﬀairs became widespread. While the
chairperson of the TIG was not always the Director of Services of Community and Enterprise, the
CDB, in all cases, played a lead role in inial organisaon and in iniang design of a county strategy.
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2. Interagency Rationale
Three key ﬁndings of the HLG report, provide the generave point for the interagency process:
➢ the growing realisaon of service delivery failure in relaon to Travellers;
➢ the acceptance that Travellers must be able to engage on an equal foong, if improvement is
to occur and
➢ the realisaon that praccal soluons to service deﬁcits must occur at local level.
The interagency approach is an aempt to build on the recognion that public service providers had
failed to adapt to the disnct issues that face Travellers, as outlined in the 1995 Task Force Report,
and that barriers to implementaon and access across a range of public service areas remain for the
Traveller community.
This failure has connued to manifest itself through quality of life indicators such as low levels of life
expectancy, poor educaonal aainment, poor living standards and high levels of unemployment,
among others.
Historically fragile relaonships between statutory agencies and Travellers and Traveller organisaons
had tended to make service improvements problemac and had created disillusionment and distrust
between Travellers and the statutory sector. Where implementaon of promised intervenons was
incomplete as in accommodaon provision, it had led to worsening relaonships, perpetuang a
cycle of poor access to services.
The interagency approach changes the focus from individual organisaons aempng to, oen
unsuccessfully, provide disnct services, to a collaborave approach between providers, in
cooperaon with Travellers, based on the needs and life cycle of Travellers. For instance, it is clear
that intervenons in relaon to one area, such as employment, are limited by educaonal aainment,
which in turn, is aﬀected by a range of other issues such as pre-school opportunity, accommodaon
and health. Also, service providers had ignored or failed to adequately address a number of cultural
issues, parcular to the Traveller Community, such as nomadism and the centrality of horse
ownership. Naonal policy in relaon to most areas of service delivery is comprehensive and many
Traveller-speciﬁc resources are in place. However, results have oen not been commensurate with
investment. The HLG Report explicitly recognises that policies draed at one spaal level (naonal)
need to be customised in their delivery to reﬂect circumstances at another (local) level. The Report
had a dual objecve: to improve access to services and to remove duplicaon.
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Among the ancipated advantages of the interagency approach, as proposed in the Report are:
• beer access and take-up of services because of client parcipaon and greater understanding
of people as well as issues;
• beer communicaon and building of organisaonal understanding about the interdependence of service areas;
• greater coordinaon because of networking of frontline personnel and decision-makers,
resulng in raonalisaon of acvity, pooling of informaon and removal of duplicaon;
• innovaon through mingling of perspecves;
• learning in partnership, resulng in seamless disseminaon and
• recurring opportunies to map out an array of implementaon issues, to examine their
feasibility, and to accurately idenfy capacity and resources.
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3. The impact of the Traveller Fund on TIG
progress
The purpose of the Traveller Fund - The Traveller Interagency and Communicaons Fund - is to give
addional impetus to the work of Traveller Interagency Groups in developing the mechanics of beer
service delivery, in the context outlined in Secon 1.
DJELR, which is responsible for monitoring the ongoing implementaon of the HLG Report,
established the fund to support projects targeng the Traveller community, delivered on an
interagency basis. There have been three rounds to date but further funding is not expected. Current
Round 3 projects will connue up to December 2011. Many acons from TIG strategies around the
country have been aided by the Fund. Funded Projects are listed in Appendix 1.
A total of c. €3.5 million has been made available over the period from 2006-2011, funding a total
of 47 projects. They have addressed a wide range of Traveller issues, including
➢ Family health educaon;
➢ School transion, aer school support and family support around schooling and children’s
health;
➢ Adult development, oen with a separate focus for men and women;
➢ Networking and building of Traveller representave capacity;
➢ Youth development;
➢ Employment and training for employment;
➢ Mul-cultural awareness training and community integraon and
➢ Accommodaon and tenancy support.
Only CDBs or nominated statutory agencies could apply to the Fund. The raonale for insisng on
statutory agencies leading project applicaons was to ensure their parcipaon in managing
community projects, with the joint objects of increasing statutory sector access to community sector
learning and making statutory experse available to community and Traveller organisaons.
Experience during Round 1 showed that this requirement was jusﬁed as a small number of local
authories sought to devolve project control and management onto community organisaons. Intersectoral cooperaon was reinforced by the requirement that a project steering group, reporng to
the TIG, be established, to include statutory and community input as well as local Traveller
representaon.
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Impact of the Traveller Fund
A major focus of the Fund was to smulate interagency acvity. Innovaon was priorised in the
guidelines and the project assessment procedures. Innovaon took place, primarily, through the
establishment and operaon of the new interagency structures as well as introducing new ways of
conducng intra-group communicaon and embedding accountability. The collaborave process
necessary to design applicaons and deliver projects brought greater visibility of local Traveller issues
and of their inter-dependence.
The Fund has to date brought considerable returns for a fairly minimal investment:
1. The requirement of the Fund that applicaons be for priority acons linked to the county
Traveller strategy smulated those TIGs that had not engaged with the new process to
formulate a strategy and commence cross-organisaonal communicaon.
2. The requirement for a Traveller presence on project steering groups led to engagement with
local Traveller representave groups, where this had not happened.
3. Several promising projects were iniated with DJELR funding. (See Appendix 1 for a full list of
projects and Appendix 2 for reports on two sample projects.)
4. The new focus in government strategy on developing local structures capable of progressing
service delivery issues to Travellers was given greater visibility;
5. Finally, through the combined applicaon, development and reporng processes, considerable
informaon on the process has been amassed.

Limitations of the Fund
While the short-term funding provided by the Traveller Fund has helped smulate acvity and allows
innovave ideas to be put into pracce, it can also have negave consequences. The most consistent
cricism by beneﬁciaries has been in relaon to the inability to sustain acons long enough to make
a meaningful social impact. Several felt strongly that embarking on projects which had no prospect
of connuaon or of mainstreaming could be counter-producve. The mescale of one year for
projects in the ﬁrst two rounds of the Traveller Fund (two years in Round 3, Strand 1) was reported
by every beneﬁciary as too short to deﬁnively establish project value. Many also pointed to the
added disadvantage of raising and then dashing expectaons by establishing and then removing an
eﬀecve service. The suggested minimum project length has generally been between three and
seven years but, for greatest impact, should be related to the stage of Traveller life-cycle (Figure 1)
at which it is targeted. Thus, the Sligo Lifestart early childhood development project (Appendix 2)
which develops parental knowledge of the stages of child development from birth unl entry into
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the primary school system, would require a minimum of ﬁve years funding before it could achieve its
desired outcome or even be realiscally evaluated.
Figure 1: Addressing the Life Cycle of Travellers in TIG Strategies (adapted from Chris Mc Inerney)

Early childhood development

Family support around schooling
Adult training and networking

School transition

Horse project

Multi-cultural awareness
training

After school support

Employment

Youth development

Preparing for employment

Although it had been explained in the guidelines and at informaon meengs, prior to applicaon,
that projects needed to be mainstreamed locally and commitment to mainstreaming was, indeed,
an applicaon requirement, it is clear, in retrospect, that TIGs had an expectaon that connued
funding would, somehow, be provided by DJELR. As a response to representaons, DJELR provided
€320,000 to allow promising Round 1 projects to connue for a further year and approached the
Dormant Accounts Fund for funding in Round 3, thereby allowing projects in that round to connue
over a two year period.
The Fund’s assessment process, which aempts to distribute limited resources fairly through a
compeve process, contributes to the establishment of projects of high quality, which are then
closely monitored but there can be negave eﬀects. Failure to acquire funding led to disillusionment
with the interagency process in some cases, as illustrated by the withdrawal of representaves of
the educaon sector from one TIG following rejecon of their Round 1 applicaon. It is important
that, where there are negave consequences, they are countered by expressions of support from
naonal level.
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In addion, failure on the part of individual local organisaons to have their projects priorised for
applicaon to the Fund by a TIG can contribute to diminished parcipaon. This is compounded
where funding is secured for the chosen project but outcomes are poor.

Sustainability
Lack of sustainability remains the greatest threat to progress. Serious quesons need to be asked
about strategy in relaon to funding pilot acons without giving due consideraon to provision of
mainstreaming mechanisms. Project reports indicate a strong connecon between sustainability of
projects and sustainability of general TIG acvity. Collaborang around acons is the cornerstone of
interagency work and for several TIGs, funded collaborave projects have been the main binding
force. At a number of recent interagency meengs, the queson arose as to whether there was any
point in connuing to meet, in the absence of such projects. The need for achieving successes
regularly, however small, has been cited as a primary driving force of interagency acvity by many TIG
members.
Nevertheless, some TIGs that have taken a decision to undertake deliberately limited acons in the
absence of funding have had considerable success in maintaining structures which improve service
delivery and have made a strong impact through collaboraon and informaon exchange of frontline
staﬀ and through regular interacon of senior agency and organisaon personnel.

National Obstacles to Mainstreaming Projects
The smulang eﬀect of the Traveller Fund on interagency work is perceived by many TIG members
as being parally undermined by the absence of an adequate naonal strategic framework. The
crux of the maer is that most agencies and government departments, while encouraging pilot
projects and expressing encouragement for interagency work, have not established a mainstreaming
strategy for pilot projects and have not yet come to terms with the need for change in this respect,
if an interagency approach is to be the preferred pathway for eﬀecng social change in relaon to
Travellers. Clearly, statutory agencies and government departments have to work to their brief and
spend appropriately, but, despite the policy emphasis on integrated service delivery, there has been
insuﬃcient consideraon of how funding should be diﬀerently allocated to allow this to happen.
Greater interagency and inter-sectoral cooperaon is required at naonal level to smulate progress
at local level.
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4. Development of TIGs
While signiﬁcant progress has been made, some TIGs have encountered diﬃcules and have had to
re-group, underlining the novelty of the process, the diﬃcult issues involved and the need for support
and incenvisaon. To their credit, most of those which have faced serious challenges have proved
resilient and made progress towards re-establishment, although the process in two TIGs is far from
complete. At least one TIG has completely ceased meeng. Where there was decline, the most
important internal contributory factors were dissension between the statutory and community
sectors and poor statutory sector parcipaon. However, other factors such as Traveller Community
divisions also contributed in certain cases.
A number of TIGs encountered problems in maintaining organisaonal relaonships, as
disagreements arose between those with a community development approach and those focussed
on prompt service delivery. While the two approaches are not incompable, disagreements arising
from entrenched posions have somemes impeded progress. Disagreement was somemes
heightened by the polar opposites of, on the one hand, unwillingness to relinquish prior ownership
of Traveller intervenons and, on the other, lack of commitment of certain organisaons or agencies.
Other challenges to the progress of TIGs include :
• The processes of convening meengs, minung, progress evaluaon and general
administraon, including compiling funding applicaons, are causing diﬃcules for many TIGs
as there is no dedicated person to undertake the tasks which, therefore, usually have to be
performed by the administrave staﬀ of the CDB as increased workload. However, much of the
perceived diﬃcules in relaon to these issues could be resolved by sharing of experience and
responsibility, as eﬃcient resource allocaon and interagency trade-oﬀ of experse exist in a
number of Council areas. The urgent need to provide guidelines and embed learning is also
highlighted by the diﬀerent approaches and performance of TIGs.
• A number of TIGs appear to be dependent for vitality on one commied person or a small
number of such persons, thus contribung to instability as there is considerable turnover of
personnel in both community organisaons and statutory agencies. In this respect, the
convener/chairperson is key and methods of enhancing the knowledge/skills/status of the
posion (e.g. establishing a convener’s forum which meets annually) should be explored.
• While parcipaon of most of the relevant statutory organisaons has been good, some
agencies are unevenly represented across TIGs.
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• The business sector, in general, is under-represented, making it diﬃcult for TIGs to impact on
employment.
• City/County boundaries do not coincide with areas of operaon of statutory agencies, regional
secons of government departments, and areas of inﬂuence of community groups/voluntary
organizaons, let alone Traveller populaons. There is a clear need for adjoining CDB areas to
cooperate in implemenng strategies.
• The connued operaon of TIGs in the face of diﬃcult accommodaon and law and order issues
is a serious challenge in certain local authority areas. A major concern, highlighted by the
withdrawal of the Traveller support group in one area, is the diﬃculty in sustaining TIG
relaonships in the face of such issues which fall outside the brief of the TIG. The TIG process
is a collecve approach to devising local policy, seng targets and delivering on them. It loses
its core funcon when Travellers withdraw or when agencies stop engaging. TIGs need to put
me and eﬀort into ensuring that members are clear as to the nature of the remit of the TIG
and its separate agenda.
While TIGs have had to meet serious challenges and diﬀerences in commitment to interagency work
have been considerable, there is no doubng the progress that has been made, parcularly in relaon
to Traveller involvement in decision-making. There are also several TIGs where the statutory and
community sectors work collecvely as a unit with notable progress in implemenng strategies in
some cases.

Developing Mutual Understanding
Given the history of discriminaon against Travellers and the damaged relaonships, in some cases,
between Travellers and service providers, intercultural understanding is a basic requirement for TIG
parcipaon and many TIGs made strenuous eﬀorts to establish understanding and develop common
ground. Interagency training, very oen in relaon to diversity, was one of the ﬁrst acons undertaken
by several TIGs.
Diversity training for TIG members and frontline staﬀ has been at the top of the agenda for Traveller
representave and support groups around the country and has also been generally welcomed by
statutory agencies. In a small number of instances it has been ill-considered and caused division but
it has generally been producve, leading to a more incisive strategic approach based on a greater
understanding of realies. It has been parcularly eﬀecve in increasing frontline staﬀ awareness of
Traveller experience of discriminaon.
Training has also been eﬀecve in tackling a problem which emerged in TIGs lacking previous contact
with Travellers, where there was a reliance on received wisdom in relaon to Traveller ‘culture’, with
13

too great an emphasis on diﬀerence and negavity, leading to a degree of helplessness in challenging
established paerns of social exclusion. That reliance resulted, inially, in a number of project
applicaons that could not be delivered as proposed, because they did not ﬁt the needs of local
Travellers. Such projects required intensive development intervenon from Pobal. Received wisdom
also contributed to a tendency to accept low standards. A common example of bad pracce,
commented on by TIG members from a number of local authority areas, was the collusion of the
local educaon system with some Traveller parents to accept absenteeism in secondary schooling
because of ‘cultural rights’, reducing opportunies for individual Traveller children. Rather than
encouraging instuonal and parental responsibility or searching out praccal soluons around
areas such as busing, homework space and accommodaon of Traveller customs, low standards in
relaon to school retenon, aendance and performance connued to be accepted, based on a
noonal understanding of Traveller culture.
Diversity training, where it was appropriately delivered, contributed to greater challenging of such
atudes but, more importantly, face to face discussion of such issues with ‘real’ Travellers on TIGs,
along with the establishment and sharing of local baseline data, appears to have led to a much more
pragmac approach and a greater likelihood of achieving useful outcomes in many of those TIGs.
One of the most posive ﬁndings of naonal Traveller organisaons, from their review of TIGs, was
the increased understanding which was developing, on all sides, because of Travellers interacng,
face to face, with representaves of statutory agencies. Improved understanding also led, in the
instance of schooling, to stronger demands from TIG members for the same standards to be applied
to Traveller families and children by naonal agencies such as the Naonal Educaon Welfare Board
(NEWB), thereby providing Traveller children with the same opportunies as the rest of the
community.
The overall eﬀect of training and shared decision-making with Travellers has been a move towards
planning, based on local evidence and a greater understanding of how culture actually informs and
structures the social life of Travellers, as opposed to a decision-making process based on acceptance
of common assumpons.

Focus of TIG Work
The overall purpose of TIGs is to improve Traveller access to services and to provide more integrated
service delivery to achieve it.
A major focus of TIG operaons has been on the related areas of educaon, training, youth
development and employment. The linked acons, successes and failures of TIGs in relaon to these
areas reveal how progress in any one area is dependent on the others.
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Many Travellers ﬁnd it diﬃcult to see a connecon between formal educaon and employment,
feeling discriminated against by employers and assuming that, even if they complete second level
schooling, employers will not oﬀer them jobs. Therefore, creang role models in employment who
will give Travellers a reason to have more faith in formal educaon has been a priority area for all TIGs.
Recently, the primary focus has shied for many TIG members to extending educaonal gains, as, in
the current economic climate, it is vital that Travellers are not le doubly disadvantaged when the
recession ends by not only being unemployed but also having failed to make up the deﬁcit in
educaon, relave to the non-Traveller populaon. Many TIGs are currently concentrang on
integrated iniaves in youth development and educaon support. This responds to the importance
that TIGs have universally placed on increasing the number of Traveller youths aending and
remaining at school throughout the second level cycle. The experience of the Fund suggests that
youth development and the expansion of youth development projects have an important role to play
in this. Promising youth development projects such as those undertaken in Cork and Kerry have
demonstrated capacity to enhance the formal educaon sector. Recent DVDs of youth acvies,
produced by Cork County, funded by the Traveller Fund, and also by Cork City, demonstrate the
eﬀecveness and vibrancy of youth development intervenons. There is also a focus on iniaves
aimed at changing Traveller atudes towards educaon, such as countywide consultave meengs
with parents and secondary school children, undertaken in Kildare.
Acons in the themac areas referred to above usually take place as part of broader Traveller
community development iniaves. A number of local authority areas have made substanal
investment in developing women’s networking groups and also, separately, in men’s development,
oen through horse projects. TIGs, as they prepare to update City/County Traveller strategies, are
now showing a far greater awareness of the inter-related nature of Traveller intervenons.
Accommodaon projects have been undertaken by only two TIGs, which is unsurprising, considering
that they are working side-by-side with the statutory Local Traveller Accommodaon Consultave
Commiees (LTACCS). However, TIGs, in general, show an appreciaon in their strategies of the need
to maintain a focus on accommodaon and see the issue of accommodaon support as part of their
brief and as vital to sustaining all other acons.
Diversity training and training for representaon was a feature of the inial work of many TIGs in the
inial stages, as discussed previously, and connues to be seen as key to improving access to services.

Current State of TIG Development
The interagency process is a moving landscape with changing personnel and changing relaonships
aﬀecng the performance of TIGs for beer or worse and considerable movement in the stability of
individual TIGs has taken place during their existence. In the early stages, one parcular pilot TIG
15

appeared to be in a very good posion to move forward. There was good statutory parcipaon and
a strong and acve local Traveller representave presence. As a result of selecvity in dealings with
the local Traveller representave group, a downward spiral commenced which resulted, ulmately,
in collapse of the TIG. It is unlikely that any of the TIG members foresaw the diﬃcules which would
arise. On the other hand, another TIG experienced a period of division which, inially, sapped its
strength but the resoluon of which ulmately contributed to a strong TIG which has taken eﬀecve
acon on a number of fronts. A signiﬁcant amount of TIGs experienced downturns in their acvity at
periods during the ﬁrst years but have recovered, oen following reﬂecon and re-seng of more
praccal goals. While not all TIGs are in good working order, in general, the capacity for TIGs to
reinvent themselves shows local commitment to tackling persistent diﬃcules which aﬀect Traveller
service delivery. However, every eﬀort should be made to ensure that TIGs overcome isolaon and
have access to advice where they are under threat. Many TIGs and Traveller organisaons have
complained about the lack of clear guidelines and, while it is doubul if a standard set of procedures
is applicable across local authories, given diﬀerent resources, experiences and Traveller populaons,
there is a need for disseminaon of successful models. There is a planning checklist to help TIGs
examine and adjust their procedures in the Secon 7: Procedural Tools.
While many TIGs are on a sound foong, they are also under threat from a number of direcons,
including reduced personnel resources and isolaon. Transfer of learning is crucial to enabling them
to connue to grow.
Development of Traveller representaon on TIGs, a key element in improving take-up of services, is
one where an impact has been made. As the interagency process aims to deliver local soluons and
meet Traveller needs through a collecve process, there is lile doubt that concentrang resources
on increasing the capacity of the Traveller community in terms of representaon, parcipaon and
increased negoaon skills could contribute signiﬁcantly to the successful operaon of TIGs. A review
of progress by the naonal Traveller organisaons in 2007 found that Traveller representaon was
present on many TIGs and that Traveller representaves appeared, in general, to be sasﬁed with the
level of engagement of representaves of statutory agencies. It is also clear from Pobal development
and from the experience of Traveller representaves that a producve rapport has oen been
established between Travellers and other members and is building a new framework for dealing with
long-standing diﬃcules.
These very welcome posive outcomes suggest that the new process has the capacity to deliver for
Travellers. However, there are local variaons in relaon to structural and organisaonal issues and
in relaon to representaon. Pobal experience, along with internal consultaons of the naonal
Traveller organisaons, suggest that some of the TIGs are not meeng regularly or are not operang
eﬀecvely and that issues around representaon are impeding progress of some TIGs.
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While evidence from the operaons of the Traveller Fund indicates that not all TIGs are funconing
to their full potenal the overall impression from Pobal development learning, naonal Traveller
organisaon reports and extensive contacts with personnel from statutory agencies, local authories
and the community/Traveller sector is that the experience has, so far, been posive and producve.

Positive Outcomes
Despite many challenges to the operaons of TIGs, there are signiﬁcant posive outcomes to date:
• Clare and South Dublin, the inial pilot groups, have now demonstrated over a ﬁve year period
that the interagency process can work eﬀecvely.
• Face-to face communicaon and engagement in joint management of projects has increased
trust and understanding and made it easier to resolve disputes.
• Local ownership of Traveller issues has led to a more pragmac approach. There has been a
growth of evidence-based decision-making using shared baseline data.
• Learning is becoming embedded across organisaons locally.
• Coordinated responses to diﬃcult issues are evident from TIG minutes in many counes.
• There is evidence of improved relaonships between service providers and local Travellers in
a number of local authority areas.
• Several Travellers have been moved into employment. Although many of those posions have
been lost or are under threat, because of the recession, a number of Travellers now work in the
public service. These role models are a crucial incenve to developing more posive Traveller
atudes to educaon.
• There is a new focus on legimate Traveller enterprise.
• Engagement in a joint strategy across the country has led to more posive approach to Traveller
issues by organisaons and expectaon of success is more evident, as TIGs encounter learning
from other local authority areas.
• Considerable progress is evident in taking a mul-disciplinary approach towards dealing with
problems, parcularly in relaon to educaon.
• Traveller representave capacity has increased substanally.
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5. Key Factors in Success of TIGs
Senior Involvement and National Support
Monitoring of the interagency process has suggested that while enthusiasm is important, a solid
foundaon is more likely to depend on securing sustained commitment from senior personnel of
parcipant organisaons and on collaboravely devising a plan of acon where responsibility is clearly
allocated and shared between TIG members. A feature of many of the more successful TIGs is the
presence of experienced Traveller representaves, along with good relaonships between elements
of the statutory sector and the local Traveller representave or support group, where one exists. A
second feature is the presence and commitment of the Director of Community and Enterprise and
the support of the County Manager.
A number of TIGs have suﬀered from the absence of senior agency personnel and, while they may
include commied front-line personnel, have experienced diﬃculty in making any progress.
Commitment at senior level in organisaons has implicaons for those working directly with
Travellers. Where senior managers are seen to priorise Traveller issues, it encourages other senior
managers to take a similar view. It also has a posive inﬂuence on how frontline staﬀ view their role
and how they perform. The aendance of a Chief Superintendent in County Cork at a number of TIG
sub-commiee meengs, in addion to acng as chairperson of the TIG, is movaonal for all the
organisaons sing on those groups. Likewise, having the County Manager as chairperson of South
County Dublin TIG is inspiraonal across parcipang organisaons.
The presence on TIGs of senior organisaon representaves can add substanally to their potenal
in the following ways:
• It demonstrates the commitment of organisaons.
• It enables decisions to be taken with the likelihood that agencies will commit their resources.
• Senior representaon from any of the larger statutory organisaons encourages a similar level
of representaon from other organisaons.
• The presence of a senior chairman makes it much more likely that representaves will aend.
For example, making a casual excuse to the Garda Chief Superintendent for non-aendance is
considerably more inmidang than to an administrave oﬃcer.
• Leadership from a senior oﬃcial can also add to a higher proﬁle being given to services to the
Traveller community by other local agencies.
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Conversely, the lack of a visible presence of senior personnel from key agencies collaborang at
naonal level is having a damaging eﬀect on parcipaon. Several TIG members have pointed out
that, while they are expected to act and contribute to acons across the spectrum of themac areas,
there appears to be no framework for government departments and statutory agencies to iniate the
system adjustments necessary to support local interagency involvement, enable the cross-funding of
interagency acons, and provide mainstreaming mechanisms for promising interagency acons.
Neither NTMAC nor the HLG are intended to, or have the capacity to, fulﬁl such a funcon, although,
with recalibraon of membership, the HLG could take on that role. It is vital that the group include
relevant statutory agencies.
As well as smulang and underpinning local interagency work, the establishment of such a group
would counter mounng scepcism among TIG members about government interest in the process
(with the excepon of DJELR, which is seen as supporve). While re-direcng exisng funding streams
to develop the focus on local interagency intervenon would be an important part of its work, its
primary funcon would be the iniaon of systemic adaptaon to enable more eﬀecve interagency
work locally. Despite the greater emphasis on partnership approaches over the past two decades,
interagency work is sll seen by many in the statutory sector as supplementary. Work needs to be
done to install interagency involvement as a core acvity of the statutory sector.
In the absence of the Traveller Fund, which appears to have no prospect of connuaon, some TIGs
will inevitably cease to operate. Re-direcon of exisng funding, therefore, becomes crically
important. It is worth recalling that a primary reason for taking a local interagency approach in the
ﬁrst place was that, despite very substanal spending on Traveller issues, outcomes were poor and
it was recognised that a cross-sectoral approach was necessary. There is a strong case to be made for
connuing a process based on a government-led change of direcon that, although sll in its infancy,
appears to be bearing fruit.
The importance of naonal validaon of TIG work, which would emanate from visible interagency
collaboraon at naonal level, should not be underesmated. One of the most important, if
unancipated, eﬀects of Pobal development visits has been TIG percepon of, and appreciaon of,
a ‘naonal’ interest in local acvies.

Commitment
The posive results achieved by several TIGs have led to a growing percepon by members that
interagency cooperaon works and that public structures can be ﬂexible enough to impact on
problems previously regarded as insoluble. The greatest achievement has been the trust built
between Travellers and representaves of the statutory sector through shared management of local
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acons. However there are substanal barriers and threats. Partnership and interagency work are
now generally presented in policy documents as a normal part of public service delivery but this is
not always reﬂected in atudes within organisaons. It should be acknowledged that there are
numerous examples of solid commitment to the Traveller interagency process at diﬀerent levels
within organisaons and, notably, examples of perseverance in the face of serious diﬃculty. However,
commitment is not consistent.
On a naonal level, the lack of interagency collaboraon in dealing with regional and local barriers
to interagency work suggests that challenges to local interagency work have not been fully
appreciated.
On a regional and local organisaonal level, lack of commitment to the interagency process is
somemes evident from failure of agencies to make parcipants available for meengs or failure to
provide a dedicated representave. That interagency parcipaon is not always regarded as an
integral part of addressing diversity within service delivery, but as addional, is clear from funding
applicaons to the Traveller Fund and the FÁS Special Iniave for Travellers, where the inclusion of
me spent on interagency work is frequently included as match funding in kind, in other words, as
an addion to normal work. This approach is in strong contrast to the regular aendance, acceptance
of workload and provision of senior personnel which demonstrate the commitment of a number of
local and regional arms of organisaons and agencies.
On an individual level, a relavely small pool of people involved in working with Travellers has had a
major impact on success, or otherwise, of TIGs. Where there is resistance to interagency work, it has
manifested itself in failure to aend meengs or to contribute meaningfully to the interagency
process, despite indicaons of organisaonal willingness to commit at regional or naonal level. In
contrast, commitment from a small number of key individuals in both the statutory and community
sectors has been responsible for sustaining vitality. In one of the smaller local authories, one
individual from the CDB was responsible for keeping the process alive over a period of two years
with very lile acve support from key organisaons and agencies, while the absence of any
commied individual in another similarly-sized local authority area led to the process becoming
moribund.
Incenves, sancons and monitoring all have a part to play in broadening commitment, something
that will be diﬃcult to achieve without a concerted naonal approach.
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Training for Interagency Work
Lack of training for interagency parcipaon means that representaves are somemes set up for
failure. It is unfair to expect Traveller representaves who have no previous experience of commiees
or dealing with the statutory sector, to understand their role or carry it out eﬀecvely, without
training. A lack of understanding of what representaon entails can be a source of dissension on
TIGs and eﬀort needs to be invested in ensuring that there is a clear understanding of
representaves’ role and funcon.
The number of willing and capable representave Travellers is limited at present and they are subject
to overload. Their workload needs to be collecvely managed, with account taken of the diﬀerent fora
to which they contribute as members of the TIG and of other commiees.
‘Training’ for interagency work can be formal or informal, with role modelling and advice from trusted
partners oen proving to be the more eﬀecve method of achieving progress.
Training to achieve opmum interagency parcipaon is not solely a maer of ensuring that Traveller
representaves have the capacity to represent their community; it also applies to development of
interagency skills of other TIG members, whether through formal training or regular exchange of TIG
experience.

The Importance of Open Communication and Equal Participation
Community and Traveller organisaons entering the process had signiﬁcant fears of statutory agencies
imposing their will and also doubted that councils, which also control access to accommodaon,
would engage democracally and equitably in partnership with their clients. While most community
organisaons welcome interagency work, a small number of community organisaons perceive that
their eﬀorts are diluted by parcipaon in the interagency process. With statutory agencies taking a
more acve role in engaging with Travellers, Traveller support workers and coordinators have, more
recently, been based in these agencies or shared with them. While this is a posive development in
promong collaboraon and mainstreaming learning, it can raise fears in the community/voluntary
sector of reduced input and control of resources, unless the statutory representaves on the TIG
have culvated a cooperave relaonship. Full and equal parcipaon in the design of City/County
strategies is an important factor in avoiding such negave outcomes.
Deﬁciencies in learning transfer is compounded by the absence of a TIG chairperson/convenor
network.
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Traveller Participation and Representation
Traveller parcipaon and representaon are of such crucial importance to the eﬀecve funconing
of TIGs that where there has been exclusion or failure to adequately to communicate eﬀecvely with
Traveller representaves, it has been impossible to successfully progress eﬀecve interagency
measures. The HLG Report emphasised that Traveller representaon and parcipaon is central to
the local interagency approach. All the evidence from monitoring of TIG operaons suggests that the
assumpon in the Report that “Travellers must be able to engage on an equal foong, if improvement
is to occur” is correct.

Conclusion
The challenges facing TIGs are signiﬁcant but it is important that problems are viewed in the light of
posive outcomes of the Traveller interagency process, outlined at the end of secon 4. Progress has
been substanal but, if acon is not taken in the key area of naonal management of TIGs, many of
those gains will be lost and will result not only in the disintegraon of TIGs but, in the eyes of the
Traveller Community, yet another failed iniave, making a clear statement that, when the chips are
down, they do not count.
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6. Recommendations
A number of strategic acons are recommended in this secon, based on the evidence gathered by
the Traveller Fund. Recommendaons on increasing eﬀecveness locally are included separately. It
is worth recalling that the primary reason for taking a local interagency approach in the ﬁrst place was
that, despite very substanal spending on Traveller issues, outcomes were less than expected. The
Traveller interagency process ﬁts squarely within recent social and economic policy which places an
emphasis on integrated service delivery. There is a strong case to be made for further developing a
process, based on a government-led change of direcon towards locally adapted provision, which,
although very much in its infancy, appears to be producve. The state and statutory sector, the
voluntary/community sector and Traveller groups have all invested considerable capital in the
Traveller interagency process and failure to sustain it is likely to return stakeholders to an even worse
posion than before, as a result of disillusionment. Abandonment of the process or dissoluon of TIGs
through neglect is also likely to result in long-term damage to relaonships with the Traveller
Community, which has seen so many promising intervenons fall short because of inadequate
commitment or outright opposion.

National Recommendations
1. The importance of maintaining the Traveller Interagency Process despite cutbacks should be
forcefully communicated by government to CDBs and Traveller Interagency Groups.
2. Interagency cooperaon at naonal level should be strengthened. The relevant naonal
statutory agencies and relevant government departments should be collaboravely involved
in iniang system adjustments capable of supporng interagency involvement.
3. A Traveller interagency fund to incenvise the process, diverted from less successful iniaves
within statutory agencies and government departments, should be provided. It would be a
clear signal that the interagency approach is privileged by the state/statutory sector.
4. A network of Traveller Interagency Group convenors/chairpersons should be established. It
would be an important step towards overcoming isolaon and embedding learning.
5. Guidelines and examples of good pracce should be issued to TIGs.
6. Naonal Traveller organisaons should get their pragmac message out to local Traveller
support groups that, despite discriminaon, partnerships can work and progress can be made.
7. Expanded development support should be provided to Traveller Interagency Groups.
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Local Recommendations
1. TIGs need to establish procedures which ensure full parcipaon of members in decisionmaking. TIG operaons should be reviewed using the planning template in the ﬁnal secon of
this informaon pack.
2. Statutory agency involvement should be at both senior management and frontline level.
3. Responsibility and workload should be shared between organisaons according to their
capacity.
4. Where necessary, eﬀort should be devoted to building Traveller representaon.
5. Training needs of TIG members should be established. At a minimum, members should be made
aware of the scope and limits of their representave role and should be supplied with suﬃcient
informaon on methods of maximising the contribuon of their organisaons.
6. County Traveller Strategies should take a step by step approach, based on accurate baseline
data, focusing on priorised outcomes, achievable in the short and medium-term.
7. Regular networking of frontline staﬀ should be facilitated.
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7. TIG Procedural Tools
At this stage, TIGs have evolved their own structures and procedures. However, interagency work is
a complex area and a lot of trial and error has taken place. This ﬁnal secon is intended as a praccal
aid to implemenng acons and conducng TIG business. It is comprised of
• A Commonly used TIG Communicaons Structure
• A Sub-commiee Reporng Template
• A Traveller Interagency Group (TIG) Planning Checklist

Communications Structure
Figure 2: TIG Reporng Structure from project level upwards

Project Management
Organisation

CDB/Statutory Agency
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Traveller Interagency Group (TIG) Planning Checklist
Composion of TIG
• Have you ensured that all agencies/organisaons working with Travellers have been invited to
parcipate?
• Is there broad Traveller representaon? If not, have you devised a strategy to engage Traveller
representaves?
• Are you sasﬁed with the spread of representaves?
• Are you sasﬁed with the level of seniority of representaves within their organisaons?
• Where key players are missing, has it been discussed and has the TIG considered a strategy to
engage with them?
• Have you considered the training needs of representaves to ensure full and equal parcipaon
and to ensure that representaves are fully aware of their role as a member of the TIG?

TIG Procedures
• Have you agreed how the chair will be appointed?
• Have you informed relevant agencies, government departments and local authority
departments of the identy and contact details of the chair and of whoever is acng as
informaon conduit?
• Have you agreed ground rules and discussed conﬁdenality?
• Is the language used at meengs (acronyms, planning terminology, etc.) comprehensible to all
members?
• Have you established a simple reliable communicaons system between representaves /
organisaons?
• Are you keeping central administraon to a minimum by allocang responsibility for leading
acons and reporng across member organisaons?
• Have you a system in place for seng meeng agendas and for distribung minutes?
• Have you set a date for review of procedures?
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TIG Implementaon
• Have you established baseline data? Which areas need further work?
• Have you listed current acons and examined them for duplicaon/synergy?
• Have you diﬀerenated the local Traveller populaon in terms of need?
• Have you a strategy for seng common goals and geng commitment from organisaons?
• Is your work based on and integrated into the County Traveller Strategy?
• Do secons of the strategy need review in the light of growing experience?
• Is responsibility for acons spread between organisaons and suited to the capacity of the
organisaon?
• Have you priorised acons that require interagency input and are achievable within a
reasonable meframe?
• Have you decided what sub-groups are required (whether themac, geographic or other) and
ensured that an eﬀecve reporng system operates between diﬀerent levels of the TIG?
• Do you communicate with the LTACC and get a report back through one of your members?
• Are you communicang with neighbouring TIGs? Are there common issues best addressed on
a regional basis?
• Are you communicang issues which aﬀect your ability to carry out TIG work to DJELR and/or
Pobal?
• Have you enabled regular informaon exchange between front-line staﬀ?
• If you have any informaon gaps, have you approached the Traveller Interagency secon of
Pobal for advice or help?
• If you have updated your County Traveller Strategy, have you sent copies to DJELR and Pobal?

Designing Projects
• Have you adequately idenﬁed need?
• Are you certain of the willingness of the client populaon to parcipate?
• Have you set realisc outcomes for the proposed meframe?
• Have you established indicators and put in place a response mechanism if the indicators are not
met?
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• Have you idenﬁed potenal barriers and outlined a strategy for dealing with them?
• Is each member of the project steering group clear as to their role?
• How is project progress communicated to the TIG?
• Have you considered how sustainability and mainstreaming can be achieved?
• Have you, before embarking on a project, considered the eﬀect on morale if it is not sustained
beyond the pilot period?
• Have you considered possibilies for added value through integraon with other current
acons?
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Theme

THEME:

Acon

Person Responsible

Reporng Date:

Sub-committee Reporting Template

Lead Organisaon

Local Authority Area:

Acon Status

Chair:

Next Step

COMMENTS

Next reporng Date:

Appendix 1: Projects Funded under the Traveller
Interagency and Communications Fund
Round 1
Local Authority

Field of Acon

Amount

Sligo (HSE)

Monthly family health educaon from years 0-5

€84,186.00

Dublin City

Employment and enterprise

€166,970.00

Kerry

Educaon and youth development

€109,034.00

Clare

Educaon / family support

€127,060.00

Cork City

Youth development

€137,484.00

Carlow

Youth development worker, horse project feasibility
study, educaon support

€104,647.00

Waterford County

Educaon / training and employment

€18,400.00

Wexford

Youth development, educaon and a women’s
network

€33,600.00

Aer school educaon support, establishment of
women’s group

€38,639.00

Westmeath

Training and network building

€22,500.00

Oﬀaly

Training / educaon support worker

€95,000.00

Limerick County

Co-ordinator for Traveller training

€95,000.00

Local Authority

Field of Acon

Amount

Kerry

As above

€58,178.00

Sligo

As above

€59,330.00

Clare

As above

€53,340.00

Cork City

As above

€75,000.00

Wexford

As above

€27,750.00

Carlow

As above

€45,763.00

Galway County

Round 1 Extension
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Round 2
Local Authority

Field of Acon

Amount

Limerick City

Feasibility study for horse project

€29,040.00

Clare

Traveller interagency working training &
development programme

€49,500.00

Louth

Early childhood educaon: Toy box project

€58,211.56

Kildare

Feasibility study for resource centre

€11,350.00

Carlow

Traveller music research

€2,400.00

Cork City

Service improvement

€9,900.00

Wexford

Traveller organisaon support

€31,960.00

Wicklow

Accommodaon support

€52,500.00

Kilkenny

Horse project

€78,000.00

Meath

Employment and Traveller enterprise

€48,000.00

Cork County

Youth development

€73,271.00

Monaghan

Service improvement / Traveller organizaon support

€21,000.00

Cavan

Establish contacts with Travellers, hold a countywide
listening exercise and publish ﬁndings / Interagency
diversity training

€14,250.00

Training /employment in health sector
(paral Funding)

€43,617.44

Sugadj training support programme for teenagers

€77,000.00

Sligo
Waterford City

Further project details as well as contact details for key personnel can be accessed by contacng the
Traveller Fund Coordinator in Pobal.
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Round 3 Strand 1: Interagency Strand
Local Authority

Field of Acon

Clare County Development Board

Shannon horse project

€19,425.00

South Dublin County
Development Board

Acve cizenship programme

€200,000.00

Kildare County Development Board

Programme to increase engagement of
Traveller parents and students in
mainstream post-primary educaon

€8,400.00

Cork County Development Board

Traveller youth project for west Cork

€167,544.00

Meath County Development Board

Traveller cultural heritage educaon
iniave

€93,590.00

Post-primary educaon support through
support and mentoring

€110,400.00

Kilkenny County Development Board Development of the capacity of the
Kilkenny traveller community movement

€118,664.00

Monaghan County Development
Board

Travelling Traveller informaon services
project

€70,000.00

Galway County Development Board

Expansion of exisng supports to the
Traveller community in engaging with
mainstream services and building
self-help mechanisms

€103,138.00

Mayo County Development Board

Peer educaon project for Travellers

€28,000.00

South Tipperary County
Development Board

South Tipperary Traveller men's
development project

€116,700.00

Roscommon CDB

Traveller story literacy project delivered
by adult Travellers

€18,283.00

Carlow County Development Board

Traveller men's development project

€138,929.00

Louth CDB

Development of a Traveller community
trategy for Louth

€14,080.00

Cork City Development Board

Limerick County Development Board Employment of a Traveller community
tenancy sustainment worker
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Amount

€108,818.00

Round 3 Strand 2: Communicaon Strand
Local Authority

Field of Acon

Amount

Pavee Point Travellers Centre

Coordinate Traveller focus week

€49,648.00

Wicklow County Council

Publish and launch 'Suicide Among the
Irish Traveller Community 2000 - 2006'

€10,000.00

Roscommon County Development
Board

Alternave approaches to conﬂict
resoluon

€16,000.00

Naonal Associaon of Traveller
Centres

DVD promong parcipaon of Travellers
in employment

€7,890.00

Galway County Council

Communicaon arts for Travellers

€10,000.00
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Appendix 2: Projects with Potential
Despite limitaons on funding as discussed in the body of the report, several eﬀecve and valuable
acons have been undertaken by TIGs. Pobal commissioned two case studies on Round 1 projects
and these are described below. The full study is available on the Pobal website.

Sligo
The Sligo Lifestart project funded under Round 1 of the Interagency Fund provides a service primarily
in Sligo Town, but also to a number of other locaons in the county. The Lifestart Sligo Traveller Family
Visitor Service is operated under the auspices of Sligo Family Support Ltd. In County Sligo, the
majority of Travellers live in or around two major urban centres, Sligo Town and Tubbercurry. There
are a total of 104 Traveller families living in the County with 448 members, represenng 1.8% of the
total naonal populaon of Travellers.
The overall purpose of the Lifestart programme is to provide a family visitaon service to families on
a monthly basis to provide “informaon, support and guidance on early childhood development”.
The services of the organisaon have been available to the general populaon of Sligo since 1993.
However, in 2004, there was a recognion of the need for a disnct Traveller family visitor service,
acknowledging Travellers as a “disncve ethnic minority with diverse needs”. This recognion was
largely smulated by the experience of one of the public health nurses and led to the development
of the Family Visitor Service for Travellers Project. The principal role of the family visitor service is to
provide a monthly home based visit, to deliver the “Your Growing Child” development programme.
Materials used in the mainstream programme, delivered to the broader community, were re-designed
with the help of Traveller primary healthcare trainees, to reﬂect the cultural identy of Travellers.
The visitor also organises and facilitates a weekly Parent and Toddler group to include parenng
programmes, ﬁrst aid and posive parenng approaches. Short-term results are promising, despite
a number of crisis incidents in the Traveller Community which caused a hiatus in the service to clients.
However, an independent evaluaon found that “the capacity to produce long-term impacts requires
sustained engagement at least over the period of a full ﬁve year Lifestart cycle, something that cannot
be guaranteed in the absence of mainstream funding support”, once again calling the provision of
short-term funding into queson.
Outcomes idenﬁed by the independent evaluator were that “parents were visibly ulising the
informaon and advice provided, for example, in making educaonal toys, providing safe places for
playme and using child development play acvies, producing change that is manifest during
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developmental screenings carried out by the public health nurse. It is also suggested that the
programme has encouraged self referral amongst involved parents in relaon to child development
and health issues and has helped to generate new conﬁdence and capacity amongst Traveller
parents.”
For service providers the project was found to provide useful learning. A HSE representave stated
to the evaluator that:
‘‘From a HSE perspecve we have proved that if you do put extra resources into certain sectors and
facilitate them beer to avail of something, it happens, and I know the mainstreaming sll has to
come, but the biggest part of that has been achieved, the fact that Traveller families are geng a
family visitor service that weren't geng before.’’
The evaluator also idenﬁed partnership as an important factor in the success of the project, “ strong
partnership working is another obvious strength of the project, parcularly amongst those on its
management structure, albeit that the range or organisaons involved is limited.”

Kerry
The Tralee based Let’s Stay / Smartzone iniave was an ambious project to integrate communitybased and school-based eﬀorts around improvingTraveller educaon. It arose from concerns
idenﬁed regarding the retenon of students in secondary school, though there was also a concern
to more adequately support transion from primary to secondary. Alongside this it was idenﬁed that
a range of those working in schools, youth organisaons and community groups were dealing with
similar issues but usually did so in an isolated manner. To address these issues, the iniave focused
on meeng two principal needs. Firstly, it sought to facilitate enhanced communicaon and cooperaon between these diﬀerent interests and provided an opportunity for them to meet through
the creaon of a network to enable members exchange informaon; to idenfy shared soluons in
to ongoing problems and to support the development and operaon of a project to provide aer
school support and youth development acvies. The aer school and youth development
dimension of the project was known as the SMART (Study, Mentor, Arts, Recreaon, Tuion) Zone
project. This provided an integrated aer school study support programme for Travellers,
predominantly from the Mitchels area, located within the Kerry Diocesan Youth Service (KDYS)
premises. It also provided a vehicle for the “development of strategic relaonships with schools to
support the eﬀecve parcipaon of the group in school”. As well as the structured aer school
sessions extra support is also made available for those taking junior or leaving cerﬁcate exams years
and for those who might experiencing other parcular learning diﬃcules in school.
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To support the transion from primary to secondary a speciﬁc programme known as “OK Let’s Go”
was undertaken. This program, which operates on an integrated basis, is run in schools and at the
KDYS centre and allows students to understand diﬀerences that will face them in secondary school.
The ﬁnal issue being addressed by the project is the absence of acvies targeted at younger
Travellers in the Mitchels area of Tralee. To meet this need acvies are organised in a series of four
age and gender speciﬁc youth clubs involving outdoor educaon, health educaon/ ﬁtness
programmes, art acvies, sports, group work and parcipaon in regional and naonal events.
The Smartzone element of the project engaged with 45 young people. Of these, 36 aended on a
regular basis with the remainder taking up opportunies in other programme in KDYS such as
Transform Alley and the Applied Leaving Ceriﬁcate or with FÁS. Two were irregular parcipants during
this me. Alongside the provision of the aer school programme a total of 52 pupils availed of the
extra teaching hours provided by KES (Kerry VEC), producing, it is suggested, noceable beneﬁts for
students.
According to the independent evaluator, a number of important outcomes are being achieved in the
area of Traveller educaon in Tralee, and, in the view of many of the Let’s Stay Network members,
the project has made parcularly important contribuons.
Reports from network members indicate that sustained progress on retenon rates in secondary
school has been made, although within this signiﬁcant gender diﬀerences exist. In 2004, three
Traveller students sat the Junior Cerﬁcate while none completed Leaving Cerﬁcate examinaons.
By 2008 this had doubled to six taking the Junior Cerﬁcate and three were sing Leaving Cerﬁcate.
Current indicaons are that 11 students will sit for the Junior Cerﬁcate in 2009 while ﬁve will do the
Leaving Cerﬁcate. These steady increases in retenon to both junior and senior level cycle meet the
objecves of the Naonal Traveller Educaon Strategy and suggest that the co-operaon between
Traveller young people, the KDYS, vising teacher and Educaonal Welfare Oﬃcer services; agencies
such as RAPID and parcipang schools is proving to be highly eﬀecve.
Crucially though, access to employment remains a signiﬁcant challenge for this project and beyond.
If employment impacts cannot be made there is a danger that progress towards increased Junior and
Leaving Cerﬁcate parcipaon will be inhibited.
The evaluator aributed success to the establishment of an eﬀecve network of strategic actors
drawn from schools, state agencies youth and community organisaons.
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